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ABSTRACT
The technique of symphonic composition requires a deliberate and
methodical process by the composer; when the symphony is intended to
aesthetically convey a specific subject matter, the compositional process must
become even more deliberate. First a subject must be chosen and examined in a
contemporary standpoint. Then the composer must determine how to reflect this
subject through his or her composing. Ideally, the end result of this composition
should encompass the subject matter as thoroughly as possible.
While the great majority of textbooks on music theory and composition
centralize themselves on elements of pitch in music, the composer has many
other elements to consider, notably rhythm, texture, timbre, and form. These
elements – be they working independently of one another, supporting one
another, or at odds with one another – can be influenced by a wide variety of
both traditional and developmental artistic movements. Oftentimes, a composer
may find it ideal to synthesize both older techniques of one element with newer
techniques in another.
This synthesis was the objective in composing a modern program
symphony based on the four seasons. Emulating different styles and affects of
the twentieth century, this work aimed to synthesize both older and newer
techniques. This thesis explains in detail the compositional process used for this
program symphony.
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CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY

The Principle of Music as a Communicative Unit
Music aestheticist John Kaemmer makes the claim that “people not only
give meaning to music, they also use music to convey meanings.”1 While this
may seem a subtle distinction, it is an important one in regards to musical
aesthetics. The first of Kaemmer’s two statements implies that the music is
composed, and then programmed – that is, the composer does not intend for his
or her craft to reflect any subject matter as strongly as the listener infers.
However, realizing that people “use music to convey meanings” can help us
understand that the symbols composers incorporate into their works are
oftentimes deliberate. Therefore, with every symbol noted by the listener in his
or her examination of music, the question must be asked whether or not the
symbolism found is by deliberate effort of the composer, or by incidental
interpretation of the listener. The first implies successful communication
between the artist and his listener, while the second remains an example of
expression, considerably less concrete and more personal.2
Nonetheless, when a composer wishes to base his or her work around a
central theme, he or she can utilize virtually any compositional technique around
John E. Kaemmer, “Meaning in Music,” in Music in Human Life: Anthropological Perspectives on
Music (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1993), 108.
2 Kaemmer, 111
1

1

the portrayal of that theme, be it instrumentation, form, harmonic structure, or
melodic content. These compositional techniques not only function individually,
but also cooperatively with one another so as to enforce the meaning the
composer wishes to convey in his music; an instrumental timbre may exclusively
appear beside a particular melodic motive, or certain harmonies will only be
found in the episodes and developments of the work as opposed to the
exposition. Thus symbolism can be portrayed through and inferred from the
slightest nuances in compositional style, oftentimes unveiling the composer’s
own perspective on life, death, and other concepts.

Determining the Theme of the Symphony
Given this understanding of the program potential of music, this
symphony was first approached as an avenue for communicating some sort of
message. Therefore, the aesthetic aim of the work, particularly the aim of a
subject matter that would offer a fresh perspective on a traditional topic, was
conveyed before any thematic motives were constructed. Such an ideal subject
matter was the use of music to imitate nature – throughout early and recent
history, composers from Vivaldi to Piazzola have used their music as imagery for
weather. As a symphony traditionally has four movements, a “Four Seasons”
theme would be the most ideal focus on this depiction of nature and climate.
Because many composers such as Vivaldi and Piazzola have already
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written well established works based on the seasons, a composer would have to
examine the fresh perspective that a one would potentially offer to this as a
program subject. As the present generation flourishes in postmodern
philosophies, which possess an inherent pessimism in their skeptic and
distrusting approaches, this symphony would have the highest communicative
power if written from the perspective of a cynic. Instead of portraying spring as
a lively season full of rebirth and interaction, one could focus on the more violent
nature of spring – a season full of thunderstorms, allergies, and stinging insects.
The fruitful bounty of summer transforms into a season of stress and extreme
heat. Autumn’s lush colors are replaced by an underlying fear of the impending
death associated with winter.
Only the season of winter can maintain its stereotypical integrity; as a
season naturally associated with cold, death, and grief, winter is already
wrought with the pessimism typical of a cynic. However, it would still be ideal
to breach the audience’s expectations with even this movement. To resolve this
dichotomy, “Winter” was composed in the most traditional style of the three, as
to make this season seem the most familiar to the audience. Throughout the
movement lie brief compositional moments emphasizing beauty, as if to point
out the abundance of biological activity taking place while hidden underneath a
layer of frost and snow. The audience then perceives winter, usually the
harshest and least desired of the seasons, as the most grievously beautiful of the
four.
3

Compositional Methodology
The reader should recognize this program symphony, given its subject
matter, as a new interpretation of an established topic. Therefore, to fully
support the program, a unification of both traditional and progressive techniques
was sought in the compositional process – a “synthesis of old and new”
reminiscent of the Neo-classical period, although this particular execution would
differ slightly from those of established Neo-classical composers. Just as this
subject matter depicted a modern perspective on a traditional topic, the
compositional process used for this symphony, to be successful, would depend
upon the utilization of tradition and development in a variety of different
practices and styles.
To emphasize these aesthetic qualities in this symphony would require
deliberate attention to every compositional nuance in music. These
compositional choices will be explained as defined by six basic elements of
music: form, rhythm, melody, harmony, texture, and timbre. Two of these
elements focus on the organization of pitch (melody on horizontal organization,
harmony on vertical); two others focus on organization of music through time
(rhythm at the local scale, form at the global); and yet two more focus on the
musical treatment of individual forces (texture by the interaction of voices with
one another, timbre by the individual “color” of each voice). While each of these
forces work cooperatively with one another and cannot be truly segmented from
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each other, there exist points in time when each element comes to the forefront,
so that it becomes the main focus of discussion and the primary element that the
audience will perceive during a listening.
As previously mentioned, this symphony was written with the aim to
synthesize tradition with progression. By examining each basic element of music
individually, a composer possesses the liberty of blending the traditional
portions of one element with the contemporary versions of the other. By
ensuring that some basic elements were expressing themselves traditionally,
while others expressed themselves more progressively, one is more able to
synthesize the old with the new. Simpler harmonic progressions were
accompanied by more syncopated rhythmic patterns. More traditional melodies
were enhanced by exotic orchestration to emphasize unfamiliar timbres. Where
formal structure was predictable, texture was spontaneous and complex.
Because of the progressive nature of this music, the following commentary on
this symphony will focus primarily on the more progressive treatment of these
basic elements; the reader should presume a more traditional approach to the
other elements unless otherwise specified. This research is thus organized by
these parameters and divided into two chapters: one on pitched organization,
and the other on non-pitched organization.
Proceeding a century wrought with different artistic movements and a
wide diversity of contrasting “-isms”, one must define what he or she considers
traditional and what we consider progressive, as both are subjective to the
5

analyst. An analyst who spends most of his or her time dissecting the melodic
and harmonic progressions of serialism, for example, would consider the entirety
of the harmonic and melodic palette of this symphony as basic and traditional.
Likewise, to an analyst who specializes in minimalism, the rhythmic
modulations and use of asymmetrical pulses in this work may appear to be quite
advanced. With as diverse a background as exists in Western art music, what
seems traditional in one movement has the potential to be simultaneously
progressive (or even unnecessary) in another. For the sake of clarity in this
discussion propositions as to what the reader should consider “traditional” and
“progressive”, citing examples of these elements from famous compositions of a
variety of movements in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, have been
included.

6

CHAPTER II:
AN APPROACH TO ORGANIZATION OF PITCH
A Clarification of Terms Concerning Melodic Organization
To have a thorough understanding of both traditional and developmental
pitch organization, the analyst must go further in their analysis than a
conventional understanding of melody – that is, the thematic material in a work
that can maintain its integrity in a strictly monophonic texture. To maintain
consistency of pitch organization in a work, a composer must take into account
all horizontal organization of pitch: the relationship of one chord to its neighbors,
the intervals by which tonal centers modulate in sequence over time, etc.
However, to redefine the term “melody” to encompass these parameters runs the
risk of confusing and frustrating the reader, who will most likely already be well
versed in the conventional (and wholly functional) use of the term.
Instead of attempting to redefine already existing terms so that we might
take into account the more broad aspects of horizontal pitch organization, new
terminology is introduced in this discussion, based very loosely on Schenker’s
system. Melodic organization, in its broadest sense, possesses a hierarchy of
three tiers, each addressing a different locality of horizontal organization. The
highest and most foreground of these tiers is reserved for our traditional
definition of melody, which we shall continue to call melody. This level of
organization is limited to the horizontal placement of single notes, particularly
7

those notes that hold distinction from the texture of the music at large; again,
true melody maintains its integrity when exposed to a completely monophonic
texture.
The other tiers address more globalized horizontal organization of pitch.
The relationship between chord roots,3 which when isolated can form their own
melodies, constitute the second tier of melodic organization. This tier of
organization can be labeled the submelody, as it takes place directly underneath
the audience’s perception of melody. The third and final tier of melodic
organization is concerned with the relationship of tonal centers, such as a
succession of modulations by the same interval repeatedly. This tier is the
inframelody, as it is the level of melodic organization furthest buried in the music,
and least perceived by the audience.
Of these categories, melody is the most independent. While it often holds
even a distant relationship with both harmony and rhythm, melody relies only
on its separation via texture to be recognizable to the listener. It can be shaped
and governed by both its similarity to and its removal from surrounding
rhythmic and harmonic patterns. Submelody, in turn, holds its primary
relationship with harmony; because the roots of chords determine it, submelody
owes its entire existence to vertical pitch organization. Inframelody, when it is
When dealing with tertian harmony, the root of the chord was derived through the traditional
means of ascertaining the lowest note of the chord when stacked by its principal interval. The
roots of more complex simultaneities were derived by examining the interval content of the
chord and stacking it by intervals most conducive to the overtone series, per Hindemith’s system
in The Craft of Musical Composition, Book I: Theory (New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1942),
121-124.

3
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addressed at all, is usually in regards to form. Fixed forms of the Baroque,
Classical, and early Romantic eras often addressed an expected or even
predetermined inframelody – until such a point that composers began
recognizing the possibility of modulating to other points besides closely related
keys. Because of this as well its more global nature, inframelody will be
discussed in the chapter concerning rhythm and form, while submelody and
melody will be discussed in this chapter.

Traditional Pitch Practice vs. Progressive Pitch Practice
To address harmony and vertical pitch organization: because of its
revered state and repeat occurrences in Western art music, the tertian triad in
both complete and incomplete forms should be regarded as a traditional
component of harmony, and distortions and departures from its basic form as
progression and development. Most traditional Western art music written
between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries places extreme emphasis on
triads, mainly those naturally found in the overtone series or light distortions
thereof (triads are so prominent, in fact, that most popular music of today centers
on these chords for its harmonic framework). During the twentieth century,
albeit the attempts of most composers to organize pitch through non-triadic
means, studies of acoustics repeatedly supported tertian harmony to lend itself
most readily to consonance – so much so that composers such as Hindemith
frequently regarded the major third and the perfect fifth as the strongest of all
9

non-octave intervals.4
Even techniques such as harmonic planing in Impressionism relied
heavily on the use of triads and their extensions, though that triad may operate
in a non-functional matter. One can note the introduction to Debussy’s La
Cathédrale Engloutie, consisting of mostly open fifths moving in parallel motion
(Figure 2.1). The non-functionality of the chords in this excerpt relies on
Debussy’s submelodies, which remove resolution of leading tones and leaps of
the ascending fourth.
Progression is found in melody and submelody via chromaticism. Many
composers of the twentieth century showed increasing deviation from the triad,
oftentimes while maintaining lower levels of dissonance. One might consider
some of the harmonies in Bartók’s Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celeste, “I:
Fugue”; while they do not resemble triads, the harmonies themselves are quite
palatable – possibly because the polyphonic nature of the fugue helps the

Figure 2.1. Debussy, La Cathédrale Engloutie, mm. 1-3.5

Hindemith, 87.
Charles Burkhart, Anthology for Musical Analysis: Postmodern Update, ed. 6 (Belmont: ThomsonSchirmer, 2008), 415.

4
5
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Figure 2.2. Bartók, Music For Strings, Percussion, and Celeste, “I: Fugue”, mm. 13-15.6

audience to pay more attention to horizontal relationships than vertical (Figure
2.2).
For the sake of this discussion, one should regard traditional melodic and
submelodic practices as those inclined towards modality, with chromaticism as
the variable degree of progression. As traditional harmony repeatedly alludes to
triads, traditional melody in turn frequently makes use of modal scales.
Throughout the Baroque, Classical, and Romantic eras, melodic progressions
made heavy use of the major and minor scale, which in turn are derived from the
traditional church modes of the Renaissance, Ars Antiqua, and Ars Nova eras.
Many twentieth-century movements, such as Minimalism and Neo-Classicism,
favored a return to collections from modes (even rapidly changing ones) over a
complete departure from conventionally organized seven-note scales.
Note the modal characteristics of Steve Reich’s Piano Phase, for example;
the pattern of pitches to be repeated by both players adheres consistently to the
notes in E Dorian mode (Figure 2.3). This can be even further simplified to a
6

Burkhart, 452.
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Figure 2.3. : Reich, Piano Phase, phs. 1-3.7

Figure 2.4. Bartók, Music For Strings, Percussion, and Celeste, “I: Fugue”, mm. 1-4.8

conventional pentatonic scale, but as the majority of conventional pentatonic
scales align intervallically with modes, we can think of those pentatonic scales as
being equally traditional in nature.
Where chromatic alterations of modes are traditionally expected,
movements such as Expressionism and Primitivism often lent themselves to a
degree of chromaticism so extensive that modality becomes completely
indiscernible. Again, one can examine Bartók’s Music for Strings, Percussion, and
Celeste, in this case the introduction of the fugue (Figure 2.4). While there is
certainly centricity established by the introductions of the first two phrases – the
centricity itself being an extension of traditional practice – the notes do not
emphasize any traditional heptatonic mode or scale, but instead show preference
to heavy chromaticism.

J. Kent Williams, Theories and Analyses of Twentieth-Century Music (Fort Worth: Harcourt Brace,
1997), 311.
8 Burkhart, 452.
7
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Pitched Techniques Employed in “Seasons For a Cynic”
Unifying the Symphony through the use of a Monotheme
Given the unique characteristics of each season, the compositional
processes for each movement required extreme diversity. To compensate for
this, unification was sought through as many means as possible. The most
obvious means of establishing unification in this work is by the employment of a
monotheme: a singular melodic line that appears multiple times in each movement
of the symphony (Figure 2.5). The rhythm and timbre of each melodic statement
vary to fit the aesthetics of the movement; the intervallic succession (both
distance and direction) of each statement of the monotheme remains the same.
Because monotheme would need to be as accessible as possible, it was
composed in a strictly traditional manner, adhering to the constraints of a natural
minor scale. Even in musical sections where the accompaniment is highly
chromatic, the monotheme remains diatonically based. However, though the
monotheme is purely modal in its design, it still requires some sort of melodic
interest to make it distinct and memorable. For this reason, strong cadential
figures are removed from the monotheme’s design. The theme neither begins or
ends on do,9 and the only motion by half step is the upward neighbor

When chromatic solfege is used in discussion of the monotheme, it is always used in the context
of moveable do, where do is the suggested centric pitch of the monotheme itself. For the sake of
clarity, the reader can assume that do will always be the third tone in the monotheme as it occurs
in the music.

9

13

Figure 2.5. Some significant statements of the monotheme in “Seasons for a Cynic”.

embellishment of re to clarify the minor nature of the mode. No leading tone
relationships are established by this melody, nor are there any augmented or
14

diminished intervals present in the monotheme, so that the theme itself is devoid
of any traditional sense of function.
Each movement’s emotional affect and compositional style govern the
rhythm of the monotheme. The first movement, “Summer”, focuses on stress
and business, and the monotheme’s rhythms reflect that through syncopation; as
a result, any instance of do, me, or sol occurs on a weak beat or upbeat in the
measure. “Autumn”, portraying fear and being based in part on set theory and
nonmodal collections, possesses only two full statements of the monotheme, the
second being a rhythmic distortion of the first. The chorale setting of “Winter”
allows for the slowest rhythmic renditions of the monotheme, using only half
note and quarter note values. “Spring”, inspired by primitivism, has the most
diverse rhythms in the monotheme out of the four movements, each outlining an
uneven, non-static rhythmic pulse.
These monothemes are oftentimes supported by harmonies in the
accompaniment; in instances where triadic tonality is mimicked, there is usually
a strong inclination towards a chord based on the lowered submediant le – the
final sol of the monotheme becoming a seventh of the chord. Where triads are
not present, the monotheme helps propel a change in centricity, alluding to but
never resolving with the new tonic. One might note that oftentimes, while it
helps to support the harmonic structure, the notes in the monotheme that do not
readily fall into a traditional harmonic scheme are most emphasized – a
technique that allows the melody to separate itself more from the
15

Figure 2.6. “Winter”, mm. 68-71, flute and oboe.

accompanimental texture and increase its chances of notice from the audience.
In “Summer”, a countertheme is introduced that accompanies the
monotheme. After its one statement on its own in “Summer”, it repeatedly is
heard simultaneously with the monotheme in both “Winter” and “Spring”
(Figure 2.6). Like the monotheme, the countertheme is purely modal and built
without leading tones, augmented or diminished intervals, or prominent
instances of do.

Quartal Harmonies and Mediant Submelodies of “Summer”
As previously mentioned, each movement was desired to take influence
from different compositional styles, particularly styles from the twentieth
century. For “Summer”, a highly rhythmic movement reminiscent of jazz and
pop tunes captured the sentiments of the season most effectively. However,
since this was to be the opening movement of the work, it was ideal to change

16

the harmonic and melodic language slightly from that of jazz so that the work
would not be mistaken for that of a pops or jazz orchestra.
For vertical organization, most chords were constructed on the intervals of
the fourth and fifth rather than the third, adjusting octaves for feasibility. As a
result, many of the extended harmonies typical of jazz chords were produced,
except that the third of the chord was very rarely present except in passing. On
occasions where chords were built on fourths rather than fifths, the perceived
root of the chord (which would then be scored in the bass register) often lay in
the middle of the stacked fourths, offering liberty to extend the harmonies in this
symphony both upward and downward (Figure 2.7). These chords, even those
of short duration, became ideal arrival points for more contrapuntal figures.
Additionally, to allow more freedom of chromaticism, submelodic organization

Figure 2.7. “Summer”, mm. 2-5, piano.

Figure 2.8. “Summer”, mm. 49-55, submelody in the cello supported by fifths.
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for “Summer” showed favoritism for thirds as to avoid common tones between
chords (Figure 2.8).
Non-modal Harmonic Scheme of “Autumn”
A work seeking to unify elements of multiple compositional styles of the
twentieth century requires, to a point, moments of complete departure from both
tonality and modality. While the symphony as a whole actively avoids
traditional cadential figures, an entire movement was devoted to the use of nonmodal scales in the context where centricity was still maintained through
nonfunctional means. Since “Autumn” focuses on the concept of fear, the
devotion of this movement to the foreignness of non-modal collections seemed
the most artistically advantageous. As such, “Autumn” is the only movement of
the symphony that does not utilize notated key signatures – as there are no
modes to indicate to the performer, the need for indicating a modal collection has
become obsolete.
A change of scalar language for one movement posed a natural dilemma.
With only one movement departing from modality, how was unity to be
maintained between each of the movements as to uphold cohesion of the entire
work? A pursuit towards pitch centricity, so that the audience could continue to
perceive a “tonic”, aided in this sense of cross-movement unity. Use of the
monotheme would also contribute to this unity; however, the monotheme’s roots
in modality and the need to incorporate it into a non-modal section of the work
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proved equally cumbersome. To resolve this dilemma, cross-movement unity
was pursued through the construction of similar harmonies. Even though the
scalar systems for “Autumn” were not modal, the harmonies underneath the
melody were still primarily triadic in nature; these harmonies, however, would
not function submelodically in the same manner as the other movements,
contributing to a seemingly foreign and fear-based aesthetic.
To aid in the preservation of triadic harmony, lightly borrowed techniques
from composers well versed in set theory, such as Webern, were utilized. By
thinking of pitches and their enharmonics as a series of hexadecimal integers (C
= 0, C sharp = 1, D = 2, etc., integers 10 and 11 becoming the letters T and E), a
composer can reduce intervals to a series of arithmetical equations (the distance
from E to A being the difference between 4 and 9, or 5) and simply chords or
scales to a series of numbers upon which calculations can be made (a D major
triad becoming pitch collection [269]).10 Once the composer has accumulated a
series of pitch collections, or pitch class “sets”, comparisons of intervallic content
can be made between differing collections, and smaller sets can be derived from
larger sets – such as the extraction of a triad or tetrachord from a scale.
These particular techniques are borrowed only lightly from composers
better versed in its use. The works of such composers as Webern focus so

For those readers who wish to see a comprehensive understanding of the calculations used in
set theory, a detailed explanation of integer notation and intervallic relationships in set theory
can be found in Joseph N. Strauss, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory. (Upper Saddle River, NJ:
Prentice Hall, 2004).
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heavily on set theory that their music becomes a sort of mathematical puzzle, to
many more a joy to analyze than necessarily a joy to listen to. While this
devotion to set theory as a craft is in and of itself very admirable, the overuse of
this technique in this particular symphony would result in a movement that
lacked consistency with the movements surrounding it, which with their roots in
modality required little to no set theory in their construction.
Set theory proved most useful in the maintenance of harmonic
consistency. The examination of the intervallic content of each chord in
“Autumn” facilitated smooth transitions from one chord to the next, subtle
differences of tension steering orchestration and dynamic placement. The chords
that were selected differed only slightly in harmonic content, oftentimes by only
one or two intervals becoming more dissonant or consonant, so that stagnation
was avoided while still preserving harmonic unity. Oftentimes the tetrachords
that transitioned between each other shared multiple dyads or even trichords as
subsets, so that a consistent level of dissonance was that much further
maintained.
Scalar systems were used that would naturally produce triads similar to
those found in modal and tonal harmony. From these scales were extracted
various tetrachords, most of which had major or minor triads as at least one
subset; these tetrachords became the basic harmonic unit for “Autumn”, thus
preserving quasi-triadic harmonies while simultaneously preserving the nature
of a non-modal system. One could use the basic hexatonic and octatonic scales
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for his or her harmonic and melodic content for this reason. 11 The monotheme
fits in neither of these constructions exactly; however, the dissonance of those
notes in the monotheme that did not contribute to the non-modal scale pattern
further aided in the increase of melodic tension.
Consider the harmonic scheme in measures 19 through 24 of “Autumn”
(Figure 2.9). Both of the primary chords, derived from the sustained notes in the
viola and cello, are derived primarily from hexatonic scales. In integer notation,
the tetrachord [9014] in measure 20 is extracted from the hexatonic scale
HEX[0,1], while tetrachord [347E] in measure 21 can be found in hexatonic scale
HEX[3,4]. The bassoon outlines HEX[1,2] as an ascending melodic fragment
above this in measure 21 (Figure 2.10).
Both sets [9014] and [347E] contain as subsets triads often found in tonal
and modal harmony. Set [9014] yields both a major triad and a minor triad by
the extraction of either pitch 0 or pitch 1 – the audience perceiving the D-flat in

Figure 2.9. “Autumn”, mm. 19-24, viola and cello (notes only).

For those readers who are not familiar with the construction of hexatonic or octatonic scales, or
are not familiar with the traditional nomenclature by which they are labeled, a detailed
explanation of symmetrical scales can be found in Joseph N. Strauss, Introduction to Post-Tonal
Theory, 3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ: (Prentice Hall, 2004).
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Figure 2.10. “Autumn”, mm. 21, bassoon.

the viola as a C-sharp, the third in an A major triad. Set [347E], in turn, yields
both a minor and an augmented triad. The omission of pitch 4 yields the
augmented triad, [37E], which has its own appeal as a symmetrical unit.
Omitting pitch 3 yields the minor triad [47E], E minor.
The octatonic scale manifests itself similarly, both melodically and
harmonically, throughout this movement. The aforementioned tetrachord [9014]
can also be derived from the octatonic scale OCT[0,1]. OCT[0,1] makes a
reappearance in the melodic framework of the upper double reeds in measures
24 through 27 (Figure 2.11). While the underlying pedal harmony in those
measures, [347E], is hexatonically derived, three of the four notes in the
harmonic tetrachord also aid in the construction of OCT[0,1], thereby enforcing
the octatonic scale and creating unity between the two opposing scalar
structures.
Then rises the issue of maintaining centricity through nonfunctional
means. One can rely extensively on a Hindemithian understanding of
gravitation towards a fundamental tone: given a simultaneously sounding
collection of notes, the listener will hear each sounding pitch as an interval to a
root note in the simultaneity. Also, one can take into account the common
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practice of prolonging sustains of notes to establish a centricity. In consideration
of both of these factors, pedal points were placed in the cello and bass lines –
later to be doubled by the contrabassoon, bass clarinet, trombones, and tuba. The
melodic structures and more dissonant harmonic framework occurring in the
higher-pitched instruments are thus heard in reference to each pedal point,
resulting in a slow yet tense harmonic rhythm (Figure 2.12).
Given the emphasis of this movement on symmetrical scales, the
introduction of this movement has the potential to cause confusion to the

Figure 2.11. “Autumn”, mm. 24-27, oboe and English horn (sounding pitch).

Figure 2.12. “Autumn”, mm. 43-47; cello, bassoon, and horns (sounding pitch).
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amateur analyst; the dual melody in the glockenspiel and piano in measures 1
through 8 indicates no derivation from either symmetrical scale patterns or
triadic harmonies (Figure 2.13). The key to understanding this introduction,
which repeats itself as a supporting motive through the entire movement, lies in
the examination of the flutes. The melody in the flutes, derived from the
metrically accented notes in the piano and glockenspiel motive, construct
OCT[0,1]. The notes occurring on upbeats, by comparison, are derived from
OCT[1,2]. If the analyst considers the highly chromatic dual melody instead as a
four-voice motion, the outer voices construct one octatonic scale while the inner
voices construct another (Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.13. “Autumn”, mm. 1-8; flutes, piano, and glockenspiel (notes only).
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Figure 2.14. “Autumn”, mm. 1-8, rhythmic reduction.

When isolated in this manner, these measures’ emphasis on seconds and
sevenths, both major and minor, is most notable. These two interval classes
serve as the primary construction of the octatonic scale, which a composer builds
by constructing a series of alternating whole and half steps. This scoring also
demonstrates the flexibility of each octatonic scale: the highest voice begins its
upward progression by a whole step, while the lowest voice begins its
progression by a half step. Each line individually possesses its own unique
flavor, although they are derived from the same scale; however, the combination
of both lines together reveals the unity of each melody as part of a greater scalar
collection. The inner voices further support this construction through their
simplicity: when removed from the context of the outer voices, the audience will
perceive them as little more than a succession of harmonic whole steps.
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Harmonic Washing in “Winter”
To examine the use of modal collections in the third movement, “Winter”,
a technique was used that one can refer to as harmonic washing. This technique
involves the creation of two or more contrapuntal lines that are then
independently harmonized in the same modal collection.

For harmonic

washing to be effective, these two lines must hold minimal relations in regards to
either rhythm or contour. The resulting “wash” consists of a fluctuating modal
collection reminiscent of the textural practices of many twentieth and twentyfirst century modal choral composers.
Consider the accompanimental string figures in “Winter”, mm. 28-31, the
first statement of the most frequently occurring harmonic wash in the last two
movements of this symphony. To create this harmonic wash, there was first
composed two slow melodic fragments in the treble register, taking care that the
melodies bore no resemblance to one another aside from both being in the same
modal collection – in this case A minor, the white keys on the piano (Figure 2.15).
Both of these lines were then harmonized with a more stagnant interval, so that
each had a harmony that moved in parallel or oblique fifths and sixths to its
mate. While each line-harmony pair was consonant to itself, care was taken to
emphasize dissonances between the two pairs, particularly through the use of
suspensions supported by the contrasting rhythms of the motives. For practical
orchestration, one could place one pair in the Violin I, and the other pair in the
Violin II, so that both sections played their respective pairs divisi (Figure 2.16).
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Figure 2.15. “Winter”, mm. 28-31; Violin Ib and Violin IIa (notes only).

Figure 2.16. “Winter”, mm. 28-31; Violins I/II (notes only).

This wash is intentionally aimless and serves little musical function on its
own save to maintain harmonic consistency. To give it a more active role in the
music, the wash was juxtaposed with a ground bass in the cello supported by
parallel fifths, again taking care to emphasize the same modal collection of A
minor while simultaneously avoiding any sort of tonal cadential structure
(Figure 2.17). This resulted in a nonfunctional harmonic progression
occasionally referring to both simple and extended triads. One might notice that
the ground bass also brings definition to the submelody, which is modal and
primarily by step.
As this wash holds its most potency as a background effect, it could
ideally be used as support for a restatement of the monotheme, which in this
excerpt is scored as an English horn solo supported by viola (Figure 2.18). This
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Figure 2.17. “Winter”, mm. 28-31; harmonic wash with ground bass.

Figure 2.18. “Winter”, mm. 28-31; part reduction (notes only).

restatement of the monotheme, while remaining in the same modal collection as
the surrounding harmonic wash and ground bass, holds no functional relation to
either. However, the monotheme itself becomes part of the harmonic texture,
either by occasionally completing triads in the open fifths of the ground bass (as
in m. 28, b. 4) or by contributing to stacked dissonances in the harmonic wash (as
in m. 31, b. 1).
Further Unifications in “Spring”
As “Spring” is primarily based on rhythm, this movement was used to
synthesize pitch-based elements from the other three movements into a common
practice. The harmonic and submelodic material in consist of many restatements
of themes from the previous movements, notably the washed triadic harmonies
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in “Winter” synthesized with the mediant submelodies in “Summer.”
Melodic fragments in “Spring” are all organized modally, with the
exception of some purely chromatic runs occasionally used to add to the
tumultuous nature of the movement. As such, “Spring” does not function to
introduce new progressive pitched material, but rather to solidify the techniques
already put into place. Most of the innovations in “Spring” will be discussed in
the following chapter discussing non-pitched elements.
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CHAPTER III:
AN APPROACH TO NON-PITCHED ELEMENTS

Traditional and Progressive Practices in Rhythm
Rhythm has traditionally been recognized through a series of symmetrical
pulses and subdivisions. In the Classical and romantic era, the listener can
recognize rhythm consistently through a series of duple or triple pulses
subdivided in consistent sets of two or three smaller, faster pulses – the building
blocks of the meter signatures that performers most often use. Composers such
as Hindemith, who preferred consistent static meter to more complex rhythms,
echoed this in the Neo-Classical movement (Figure 3.1).
Development takes the form of asymmetrical meters, hemiolas, the

Figure 3.1. Hindemith, Ludus Tonalis, “Fuga Prima in C”, mm. 1-9.12

12

Burkhart, 490.
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Figure 3.2. Stravinsky, “Glorification of the Chosen One”, The Rite of Spring, [106].13

John C. Crawford and Dorothy L Crawford, Expressionism in Twentieth-Century Music
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), 171.

13
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juxtaposition of multiple pulses, tuplets, and heavy use of syncopation – all of
which distort the expected underlying pulse. Progressive rhythms often utilize a
combination of any or all of these techniques to the point where practicality may
require a change of time signature every few measures. We can note such a
distorted pulse particularly in Primitivism, notably in Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring
(Figure 3.2).

Rhythmic Techniques Used in “Seasons For a Cynic”
Irregular and Simultaneous Pulses in “Spring”
The most straightforward use of progressive rhythmic techniques are
found in “Spring”, whose rhythms were most inspired by Stravinsky’s Rite of
Spring. The consistent use of 5/8 and 7/8 meters interchangeably throughout the
exposition of this movement serve to create ambiguity of pulse; as soon as the
audience becomes comfortable with the asymmetrical pulse, it shifts to a
different system in order to breach the audience’s expectations. To further aid
ambiguity of pulse, the occasional 1/4 bar was implemented as the occasional
grand pause. (Figure 3.3).
As previously mentioned, the fourth movement “Spring” centers around
the theme of violence. To create this ambiance of violence, one might borrow
rhythmic devices from Karel Husa’s Music for Prague 1968, another piece that
centers on violence. In Husa’s fourth movement of Music for Prague 1968,
“Toccata”, Husa employs rhythmic ostinati that go against the written meter of
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Figure 3.3. “Spring”, mm. 32-41, percussion (notes and articulations only).

his own composition. While the movement itself is notated in duple compound
time with subdivisions in sets of six, Husa employs accented ostinati in groups of
four and seven, among other groupings, to create metric ambiguity and a sense
of restlessness, meanwhile maintaining a steady pulse of eighth notes for the
performers to rely on for maintenance of tempo (Figure 3.4).
This same technique was applied to specific transitional segments in
“Spring” in multiple layers, namely measures 54-67 and measures 192-205.
While the notated meter in these sections remains a consistent 5/8 until two bars
before its conclusion, where it transfers to a 7/8, there are three separate
rhythmic ostinati in sets of seven, three, and five that can be found in the
glockenspiel, harp, and piano, respectively (Figure 3.5). These rhythmic overlaps
are not aided by exclusive metric developments; on the contrary, other passages
in the orchestra, such as the piccolo and E-flat clarinet in measures 198-205,
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Figure 3.4. Husa, Music for Prague 1968, “IV: Toccata”, p. 76, saxophones and clarinets.14

emphasize no rhythmic pulse and instead further aid the ambiguity of metric
assignment against the notated time signature (Figure 3.6). This rhythmic
confusion serves to increase the overall level of tension during a movement
where harmonic development is comparatively tame, and also further serves to
emphasize timbral creativity as different percussive instruments emphasize a
variety of rhythmic pulses.
Syncopations and Missing Beats in “Summer”
As stated before, “Summer” was composed to emulate the syncopations of
jazz and pops rhythms. If one examines George Gershwin’s famous jazz number
“I’ve Got Rhythm”, he or she may note some of the most notable rhythmic
patterns of jazz and pop rhythms today – particularly the division of 4/4 time
into two sets of three eighth notes and one set of two eighth notes. If one
examines the introductory measures of “I’ve Got Rhythm”, for example, he or
she notices an alternation between 2+3+3 and 3+3+2 (Figure 3.7). This
14

Karel Husa, Music for Prague 1968 (New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1969), 76.
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Figure 3.5. “Spring”, mm. 192-198; glockenspiel, harp, and piano.

Figure 3.6. “Spring”, mm. 198-206; piccolo and E-flat clarinet.

Figure 3.7. Gershwin, “I’ve Got Rhythm”, Refrain, mm. 1-4.15

15

Burkhart, 600.
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syncopation against a consistent quarter note pulse offers a strong drive to the
rhythm that would otherwise be quite “square”.
Since an even stronger drive in “Summer” was desired with some added
diversity, the rhythmic patter is slightly more complex and less predictable. In
addition to applying the 3+3+2 pattern to eighth notes, the same rhythmic
segmentation is also applied to sixteenth notes in the first half of many 4/4
measures. The bass line, to take into account both of these slightly contrasting
divisions of the pulse, took on a 3+3+3+3+2+2 sixteenth note pattern (Figure 3.8).
One might notice that when the melody is compared to the bass ostinato, there
are moments where the only difference of rhythm between the two is the
placement of one note in the melody by a sixteenth note subdivision.
Another rhythmic device can be noted in measure 27 of Figure 3.8: the
removal of an entire beat from the repeating rhythmic pattern. By replacing
beats 2 and 3 with a single beat of rest, there is an added variety to what would
otherwise become an overly repetitive rhythmic pattern. In addition, by starting
the next phrase a beat earlier than the audience would otherwise anticipate from
a more conventional rhythmic structure, the feeling of hurriedness and stress
was enhanced.

Figure 3.8. “Summer”, mm. 24-27, flutes and bassoon
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Treatment of Voices in “Seasons For a Cynic”
Regarding Texture
Texture can be partially defined through examination of the other basic
elements of music. Examinations of rhythm and melody often provide signals as
to the polyphonic, homophonic, or heterophonic nature of music. To speak of
“new textures” is therefore somewhat challenging, as one cannot readily change
the audience’s readiness to recognize certain voices as melodic and others as
accompaniment. Even so, though texture itself cannot be altered too much from
its traditional form, progression can still be observed through how composers
handle texture as a compositional and aesthetic device. While a composer may
not be able to remove the presence of an accompaniment under a melody, he or
she can make the accompaniment more complex or even possessing a subtexture of its own.

Figure 3.9. Debussy, Prélude: á l’aprés-midi d’un faune; mm. 65-66, reduction.16

16

Burkhart, 409.
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Analysts notice play in accompanimental texture particularly during the
Impressionistic period. Instead of a sustained pedal point during a slow
harmonic rhythm, the composer instead creates an oscillating series of two notes
– as if the passage were a slow, metered trill. This can be particularly effective
when the rhythm of the oscillation does not coordinate with the rhythm of the
melody. As an aesthetic device, it should come as no surprise that this technique
holds so much prominence in the Impressionistic era, given its effectiveness in
blurring the overall harmonic scheme into a wide series of brush strokes. The
oscillations also serve to create a sense of movement, as in Debussy’s Prélude: á
l’aprés-midi d’un faune (Figure 3.9). Note the melody is separated from the
accompaniment in part by its duple subdivisions against the triplet oscillations
directly beneath it.
Given the slow harmonic rhythm in “Autumn”, these oscillations would
create intensity in restatements of larger sections. For example, the melody in the
upper woodwinds of measures 24-32 takes place over a single, sustained chord
in the strings. The accompaniment at this point is stagnant, the only fluctuation
being via dynamics and vibrato, so that the melody is covered by the
accompaniment as little as possible (Figure 3.10). However, in the restatement of
this section in measures 62-70, when the melody is taken by the trumpets in
unison and then echoed by the highest woodwinds, the accompaniment has the
freedom to become much more active. There are also added oscillations to two
of the notes in the sustained accompaniment and doubled those oscillations in
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Figure 3.10. “Autumn”, mm. 24-28, oboe, English horn, and strings (reduced)

the harp and mid-range woodwinds. To heighten tension in approach of the
climax of this movement, there was scored one oscillation in eighth notes and the
other in triplets, so that there is rhythmic dissonance not only in the relationship
between the melody and accompaniment but also in the voices of the
accompaniment itself (Figure 3.11).
To address heterophony, canonical echoes are used in the beginning of
“Spring” to create metric ambiguity. Isolation of the E-flat trumpet in the
introductory fanfare reveals a repeating ostinato, one that can be easily barred in
4/4 instead of 5/8 (Figure 3.12). To highlight the desired asymmetrical pulse,
therefore, the same fanfare echoed exactly five eighth notes after the initial
statement by a lower-voiced trumpet. These two lines together accented the
desired asymmetrical patter that neither line could accent on its own (Figure
3.13).
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Figure 3.11. “Autumn”, mm. 62-66, trumpets, strings (reduced)

Figure 3.12. “Spring”, mm. 1-8, E-flat trumpet (remetered)

Figure 3.13. “Spring”, mm. 1-8, all trumpets (original meter)

Regarding Timbre
Progression in timbre is most radically achieved through the introduction
of new, atypical instruments or even synthesized sound. Since this symphony
was written for acoustic orchestral instruments – and the introduction of atypical
instruments would greatly damage the potential for this work to be readily
published or performed – timbre-related progression to a lesser degree was
limited to achievement through other devices, particularly atypical orchestration.
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Care was taken that no voicing was needlessly impractical, as to keep the work
reasonably performable. Nonetheless, the instrumentalists performing this
work would hypothetically encounter passages atypical of their instrument, as to
offer a fresh “color” of sound to the symphony.
Composers have, throughout the past several centuries, continually
turned to drastically innovative procedures in orchestration in order to create
new sounds from acoustic instruments. Oftentimes these timbral changes are
achieved by either the introduction of new auxiliary instruments (e.g.
contrabassoon, euphonium, bass trumpet), by changes in playing technique (e.g.
flutter-tonguing, col legno bowing) or by alterations of the instruments
themselves (e.g. muted brass instruments, scordatura tuning of strings). Over
time, many of these departures from conventional orchestration, such as the use
of instruments like the bass oboe, have been dismissed as unwieldy or
impractical, while other departures, such as the use of artificial harmonics in
upper violins, have become so commonplace that they can hardly be seen as the
radical departures they once were.
In Ravel’s famous Bolero, however, one can observe a very different sort of
technique in timbre manipulation: overtone doubling. This technique at its most
advanced remains an uncommonly used novelty to the average orchestrator,
even though organ manufacturers have been using it for centuries; the pitching
of a particular stop an octave-displaced third or fifth above the fundamental tone
allows for the timbre of the lower pipe to be nasalized, the upper pipes
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manifesting themselves as an alteration of the fundamental tone’s overtone series
instead of as individual notes themselves. Kennan refers to this technique
specifically as “overtone reinforcement”, and advocates the doubling of upper
partials in a lower instrument’s overtone series as a way of making one’s
orchestral palette more exotic.17
To use this technique with an orchestra in lieu of organ, the composer first
begins by composing a melody played by a solo instrument or small group of
instruments. The composer then transposes the entire melody to a partial in the
overtone series and places said transposed melody in the part of a higher-pitched
instrument (Figure 3.14). The higher-pitched instrument is then usually
instructed to play more softly in volume, as to blend into the natural overtones of
the lower instrument; if the composer and performers have applied and executed
this technique effectively, the audience will not properly distinguish between the

Figure 3.14. Ravel, Bolero, mm. 3-4 after [8], horn, piccolos, and celesta.18

Kent Wheeler Kennan, The Technique of Orchestration (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1970),
290.
18 Kennan, 290.
17
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multiple instruments and notes sounding, but rather hear the higher instrument
as an exoticism of the lower instrument’s timbre.
This technique, being particularly fascinating to composers who possess a
working knowledge of the organ, seemed ideal to incorporate into at least one
movement of this symphony. To highlight the aggressive nature of “Spring”, for
example, this technique was utilized both to further enhance the frightful nature
of the ‘windstorm’ section in the development as well as place particular
emphasis on the monotheme. The non-octave doubling can be noticed first in
measures 96-101 (Figure 3.15), and again in measures 108-113; it later is used to
distort the timbre of important countermelodies in measures 146-153 (Figure
3.16).
Figure 3.16 also highlights another technique in timbral manipulation:
upside-down scoring. When dealing with a homophonic texture, oftentimes a
hierarchy of instruments from low to high is expected if not encouraged; for
example, trumpets are juxtaposed or interlocked with horns in such a fashion

Figure 3.15. “Spring”, mm. 96-101, upper woodwinds (sounding pitch)
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Figure 3.16. “Spring”, mm. 146-153, upper woodwinds (sounding pitch)

that the trumpets will be playing the majority of the higher notes in the scoring.
The brightness in tone of the higher-pitched instruments allow for their timbres
to more readily blend with those of lower instruments, creating more cohesion of
the ensemble as a whole. When the composer breaches this expectation – such as
the placement of the flute an entire octave below the oboe and clarinet – a more
tense color emerges in the orchestra as the typically lower instrument now
attempts to fit into the overtone series of its higher brother. In many cases, such
as the above example, the lack of prominent overtones in the now lower
instrument results in an intentionally imperfect blend.
In the context of a tutti passage in the orchestra, as in Figure 3.16, this
timbral shift will most likely go unnoticed. However, when isolated, upsidedown scoring can arise a sense of subdued tension. This natural tension could
be utilized for aesthetic purposes in the introduction of the chorale in “Summer”:
the three clarinets play a brief chromatic wedge where they slowly deviate from
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Figure 3.17. “Summer”, mm. 146-153, clarinets (sounding pitch)

a central pitch. The bass clarinet plays the highest of the three lines, while the Eflat plays the lowest. Where the audience expects a homogenized sound, they
instead hear the thin, reedy clarion register of the bass clarinet against the small,
warm chalameau of the E-flat. The B-flat clarinet plays the central pitch as a
drone in between the two voices, aiding in the unity of the two highly
exaggerated timbres of its brother instruments (Figure 3.17).

Form and Order of Movements
Perhaps the most obvious deviation from audience expectations in this
work is the choice to begin this symphony with “Summer” and conclude it with
“Spring.” This may seem an arbitrary permutation of the conventional order of
the seasons, but it serves a definite purpose. By moving “Spring” and “Summer”
to the outside movements of this work, the composition ends with the Presto
expected to conclude a symphony, with both slower movements lying in
between their faster counterparts.
The formal structures of “Summer” are best summarized as ABA’, the A’
initially taking on characteristics of the B. While this seems typical, the
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inframelodies are not those expected with such a traditional formal structure; a
modulation by fourth or fifth never occurs in this movement, nor is there a
particularly strong return to the original key. Where the work begins with a
centricity on C Aeolian, it ends one half step higher on C-sharp, and frequently
modulates by thirds or augmented seconds to mimic the submelody.
“Autumn” is, in regards to form, a small rondo (ABACA) where both
restatements of the A section occur at the same pitch level as the initial statement.
This is very ironic, as the other pitch elements of “Autumn” are the most
complex. The main deviation in this formal structure is the restatement of the B
section in the middle of the climactic C – the reader may wish to re-reference
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 for the introductions of the B section in “Autumn.”
“Winter” is the most strophic of the four movements, the monotheme and
countertheme becoming a sort of refrain for other thematic material to pursue.
This is not a conventional strophic form, however, as the refrains are remarkably
different lengths and nearly all formal sections are so elided it is sometimes hard
to discern where one section ends and the other begins. Nonetheless, if one were
to force a letter scheme onto this movement, it would be best summarized as
ABCB’AB’’.
“Spring” has one last ironic twist in its formal structure, as it most closely
resembles sonata form out of the four movements. As sonata form historically
was assigned to the first movement of symphonies in the Classical era, one
would assume that if any movement were to be in sonata form, it would be the
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first movement. This is all too appropriate, as the audience may also expect (out
of homage to Vivaldi if anything else) a symphony on the four seasons to begin
with “Spring.” In a sense, the audience’s expectations are actually filled by this
formal decision, those that are conscious of it.
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CHAPTER IV:
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Through the isolation of pitched and non-pitched elements and an
aesthetic approach to synthesizing traditional and progressive techniques in
composition, a program symphony reflecting a new approach to an established
topic was successfully composed. The final composition, after orchestration,
contains more than 60,000 notes spanning 710 measures. Duration of the
symphony is approximately 28 minutes, taking into account tempo fluctuations
and time between movements. The final orchestration of the work, utilizing
auxiliary instruments in both woodwinds and brass, was |3333-4331-4prc-pnohp-str|. A finished copy of the final score is available with the supplemental
files appended to this document.
While this symphony, at the time of the submission of this thesis, has not
yet been performed, a MIDI facsimile performance has been engineered via
Finale® notation software and Garritan Personal Orchestra® sound files. These
facsimiles have been encoded into mp3 format and are available for listening
under the supplemental files appended to this document. While the MIDI
renditions of this work have been made in such a fashion as to imitate the
compositional intent of this work as thoroughly as possible, they are inferior to a
performance of this work on acoustic instruments; therefore, efforts will still be
made to ascertain a live performance of this work after completion of this
document.
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